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Dr Swami Manohar and Dr V. Vinay are
entrepreneurs with an engineering mission.
Feeling stifled as professors of computer science
at IISc they felt the urge to move out and reinvent
themselves as tech entrepreneurs
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BY KAVITHA SRINIVASA

ow many engineering students have spent time building models out of Lego blocks? Or even wondered how
the electronic circuitry in a mobile phone works? Often
these activities are brushed aside as mundane, just
because most students place such a high value on scoring marks, they seem to miss the joy of engineering.
To an extent, the mind-set or the system could be
responsible for this. Whatever the case may be, an effort is
being made to put things in a new perspective. Dr Swami
Manohar and Dr V. Vinay, two Bangalore-based entrepreneurs, have stepped in with a unique strategy for engineering students and professionals to
take a fresh look at their profession. And last year their thought process resulted in a start-up
appropriately titled as Jed-i (an acronym for Joy of Engineering, Design and Innovation)

THE JEDI MASTERS
PROGRAMME: Jed-i, an acronym for Joy
of Engineering, Design and Innovation
FORMS: Jed-i Project Challenge —
an exhibition of students’ creative skills
offering prizes including cash
Jed-i Apprentice Programme — Students
made to think independently and creatively.
Jed-i Weekend Programme — For
engineers and professionals based on
user experience design
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Swami and Vinay, former professors of
computer science at the Indian Institute
of Science, felt the need for Jed-i. “We
found that every batch has 5% enthusiastic students, while the remaining complete their engineering degree only to
get a job. In general, the quality of engineering students has been declining
over the last 15 years across institutions
in India. Students have lost interest in
their project work and complete it only
for the sake of it,” said Swami.
This is because campus recruitments
happen before the project work
commences. And with a job in hand, a
project often seems passé for students.

That’s when the duo hit upon the idea of
creating a corporate-sponsored platform
for students to showcase their talent,
spirit of team work and leadership
qualities through innovative projects.
The concept morphed into Jed-i Project
Challenge, where students were invited
to exhibit their creative skills. The
challenge was announced in February.
Since then, about 500 colleges across
India have been approached, of which
150 have confirmed participation.
This challenge is being conducted in
partnership with the Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore. The professors
managed to rope other partners into this

“Pigeonholing will not work in
the long run”
Dr Swami Manohar, Co-founder and MD of LimberLink Technologies,
the company behind Jed-i Project Challenge

How has your entrepreneurial stint
helped in launching Jed-i?
This is a continuation of the journey.
Starting something new and trying to make it
a reality is part of all start-ups. The earlier
experience helps overall.

What is the greatest challenge?
The challenge is to get a large number of
students to realise that pursuit of excellence in
engineering will make job search redundant.

Why does the IT sector fail to value core engineering skills?
This is because IT services companies perform work that is specified in
detail by someone else. And they hire students from all branches, which
means they do not need core engineering skills.

What makes Jed-i unique?
The Jed-i programme’s objective is to create engineering excellence
among the students. If they are top-notch engineers, finding a job is not
an issue.

How can engineering projects become an enjoyable activity?
Why do people climb mountains? To others, these activities may appear
to be boring and difficult. Jed-i takes an integrated approach. Knowledge
about the foundation is required to take things to the next generation.
Unfortunately students tend to have a pigeonhole approach, which do not
work in the long run.
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project that include IEEE Signal
Processing Society, and IEEE Consumer
Electronics Society, Bangalore; National
I n s t i t u t e o f Ad v a n c e d S t u d i e s ,
Bangalore; Karnataka State Council for
Science and Technology, Bangalore; and
International Institute of Information
Technology, Hyderabad. “About 60
college teams will be selected to
participate in the Challenge and the
overall best project will receive a cash
prize of 150,000, besides visibility for
industry sponsors,” said Vinay.
As an incentive, there will be a ﬁrst
prize for each of the three divisions with
75,000 each. Each division will have a
runner-up who bags 40,000 and a special mention category where the winner
will be awarded 20,000. The top 20 in
each division will receive a Jed-i
certiﬁcate. The College of the top team
will receive the Jed-i Project Challenge
trophy. While students from all branches
of engineering can participate in the
Challenge, the entries will be evaluated
under Computing, Electrical, and
Mechanical categories. Bangalore will
play host to the final event and awards
ceremony on 10th of June.
With the challenge yet to unfold, the
entrepreneurs have tried to spur interest
through the Jed-i Apprentice Programme
for college students. And what does it do?
It helps students think outside the box.
The Apprentice Programme rolled out
last year with Bangalore’s PESIT. According to Dr K.N. Balasubramanya Murthy,
Principal and Director, PESIT the system lacked complete academic freedom
as everything was based on the written
answers in the examination. “The training programme is structured around the
basics of engineering. It emphasised
maths as the key for all creative designs
and innovations,” he added. For this reason he felt that the training should to be
started one level lower than the one that
was conducted last year to enable more
students to grasp the technique. It is also
intended to increase the student enrolment for the programme from 22 of last
year to 40 this year. “The approach to the
training programme appealed to us. A
student is made to think differently,
independently and creatively,” said Mur-
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thy. Manisha Sinha, a student of PES
Institute of Technology (PESIT) shared
her experience and said that the programme opened her eyes to the true
potential of computer science. This year
the Apprentice Programme will be
offered in two modes. The first variant
will be conducted in association with the
college, each module spread over a
semester. The second version comprises
the programme in general venues with
selected students from many colleges.
Swami and Vinay have created a dual
format to encourage the student fraternity. The programme is structured to
enable youngsters to design, build, fix,
modify and extend their creative skills by
using tools. It is an unconventional
approach as aspirants are encouraged to
ask questions and seek answers through
the workshop. The attempt is to increase
engineering skills in colleges in the Indian context, as studies indicate that there
is a shortage of such skills, though engineering education has grown over the
last 10 years. Aspiring Minds in its
employability study of technical graduates, states that that employability with
regard to IT product companies is as low
as 4.22% (among computer- and electronics-related branches), whereas employability with regard to IT services companies is 17.8%. To be at the
forefront of innovation and achieve
higher growth, it is necessary that higher-order work like product development
and research grows in India.
It is this observation that led to the Jed-i
Weekend Programme for engineers and
professionals based on User Experience
Design. The Weekend Programme initiated last year provides a vocabulary and a
systematic framework for product managers, lead programmers and decisionmakers to discuss design. The two-day
course will cover design principles, evaluation methods and information visualization, among other things. “The industry faced a shortage of product managers
and decision makers whose knowledge
of user experience design issues is
restricted to selecting font and colour,”
Dr Swami and Dr Vinay added.
Companies like Cognizant, Tally and
Sasken came forward and nominated
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Snapshots:
Dr Swami Manohar and Dr V. Vinay
• India’s first academics turned entrepreneurs
• Recipients of the first Dewang Mehta Award for innovation in IT
• Founders of PicoPeta Simputers, Strand LifeSciences, and
most recently, LimberLink Technologies
• They conduct short and long term workshops igniting
interest in engineering among youngsters and
professionals
• They use methodology of active learning,
without pressures of grading and
certification, to enable participants to
discover the joy of engineering

senior engineers to attend the
programme, many of whom cherished
the experience. “While our training
programmes do a great job with their
focus on engineering and behavioural
skills, this particular programme offered
an interesting mix of the two to help the
participants experience the ‘joy’ of
engineering. It has an interesting range
of highly stimulating engineering and
problem-solving challenges,” explained
S t a n I y e r, D i r e c t o r P r o j e c t s ,
Cognizant. The company sponsored its
engineers to participate in the Jed-i
Weekend Programme.
It requires a certain degree of
sensitivity and the right vision to charter
a course which tries to make engineering
projects a fun-filled interdisciplinary
activity. And the participants of Jed-i
We e k e n d P r o g r a m m e e c h o t h e
sentiment. “The Jed-i programme
mainly had a self-development agenda
and the company wanted to create an
environment where employees pursue
their own interests, in addition to
working on projects that are aligned to
its interests. There was a need for such a
programme since it helps the employee
develop his/her own skills,”
highlighted Pavan Katkar, senior
software engineer, Philips Electronics.
Whether the programme is for senior
engineers or students, the underlying
principle of Jed-i is to showcase engineering skills. For instance, those who
are not into computer science can focus
on their core engineering skills, espe-

cially because industries like manufacturing, infrastructure and automobile
have several opportunities to offer fresh
candidates. As Dr Swami pointed out,
the country produces around 1 million
engineering graduates annually. No
doubt the cream of engineering students
get absorbed into top IT firms, but the
remaining don’t have the skill sets to
even secure a job in a BPO.
An initiative of this kind helps even the
run-of-the-mill engineers to scale up and
raise the bar for themselves. With the
right attitude and aptitude, the next generation of engineers will be paid more
than the run-of-the mill IT engineers.
The founders of Jed-i they feel that
new skill sets will be required which are
completely different from those that
were required for the Indian IT services
industry. Besides fine-tuning the skill
sets, there would also be many Indian
businesses, especially the New Age
entrepreneurial ventures, where Gen-Y
could re-write the rules and set a new
standard. The new breed of engineers
would rule the roost as the corporate
boardrooms of firms that specialise in
a l t e r n a t e e n e r g y, g r e e n e n e r g y,
infrastructure, power and pollution will
beckon them. So the time has come
when engineering students and
professionals can look forward to
exciting days ahead.
Subscribe to the daily electronic newsletter
from EDU at http://edu-leaders.com/content/newsletters
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